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because of my interest in the visual elements.
to admit that I have an ea~[CalWn
I am not
tive. have
school for
I am
on a
ha ve a Masters
doctorate in a college of education. Some of the language I
use, like goals and objectives, is educational. I admit that at
one
I was against light shows and any non-traditional use of the planetarium theater. As I've gained
ence and a little perspective, my acceptance of the use of
the planetarium has widened to one that is goal-driven
and performance-based. In particular, authors like Frame
(1987), Gilbert (1978), RummIer and Brache(1990), and
Vlcek and Wiman (1989) have helped temper attitude and
widen my perspective to allow me to look at the "big
r.c>11"":'n.c>r'_
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out?
A second

cmnponl~nt

SOlPhllsticalted for the
and show
How much entertainment or ealJCa:twn
"-AI~'-"l. demand or need to achieve your
enterti'lin:meJ'1t will it take to
you
show
how much ealA!Cal"Wn
reach your entertainment
A second C01mponent to write
for
the show. Do
want the audience to exhibit a certain
after the show? Do your want to
you want the show to increase
a certain amount? Do
revenues by a certain value? Because
theme in your
store to
the
the revenue of the store to increase? This is
what I meant when I discussed
and n.h,i"""'I~'Y"'~
The
could be behavioral
could be attendance or revthat you "'.......",...

I

lfu

our Datrons.

Brunello's (1992) article is
what we know about our medium.
our medium can
when taking
other media
applying them
to our own. Brunello cites several studies of young children's interaction with video and computers. She concludes that "entertainment does have a
effect on
show" (p.
in the
Brunello
that I warned of in my artiresearch is a dangerous maneuver"
cle: "Extending
(p.lS). This is not to
that entertainment is not an
element of the
experience. Since I
not know of an of the
elements of a sucplanetarium
I proposed nine research
oueslioIl.S
to visuals.
and the pl(ine~tal'iulm
media. What works on television
in the
.........","""'.#11

Services:

Unlimited.

the trnni-1,Q1t'c;!
countless stars of different col".....'''rII''.~r!I stars
various hues in our nellgn.oorh()Oa
their photons in an interstellar blend of
rest, we
sauce in which one , .... "......0,("'11.0.....
might wonder if the starllj~ht in our night sky is heavily
flavored by a n~11""r'11
While this QUlestilon lies in the realm of astrophysics, an
to astronomical artists who
of the stars in their paintings. For
sources of illumination in a n~ll..,.f-1ln<Y
ae1Plcnng Pluto and its moon, Charon. Both win
the sun, which at Pluto's distance shines about a
bnghter than the full moon in our
If Charon
back.. ".....11""'·...... <:1• ...,..

1h . . ·... rI·.. arI

Cless

or even
like any other star, is predominantly
white. But because of the physics of light and the physiolowe can see the subtle colors of the
of the human
stars.
Color photographs of spiral galaxies show that they
........... &,. . . . .

;f

Joe
was an artist at the Memphis. Museum,
Science Museum of Virginia, Bishop Planetarium, and
Astronaut flail. He now works for Joe Hopkins Engineering.
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already surveyed, another
thousand more stars from all
of the
magnitudes +2.0 and +6.75 was undertaken. This
half of the total number of stars
than magru.tU(le
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+6.75.
combined results of these two ""...."',,,,..,,'" "',n........","'",
Figure 2 and show that cool
" "K" and "M"
outshine the hot 110" and liB" stars by about fifty -per'ceI1tt.
Is the combined light from the stars at night amber
blue after aU?

Figure 2
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it is not located within one.
we are
wake of the Perseus arm, about a thousand
from its nearest trailing
the Orion
of basking in the glare of young blue
immersed in the
stars left behind
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show M51 in red
light. When these Imag;E~s
carefully
background stars on the
tives as reference points) as in Figure 6, it is apl:>arlent
significant amounts of red light are coming
recently swept through by spiral arms. The relative
tion of the sun with respect to the spiral arms of our
Way is indicated in Figure 6.
The most plentiful stars in the neighborhood of the sun
are "K" and "M" type stars, as shown in Table 3. What is
not shown in Table 3 are the two categories into which
these reddish stars fall. More than 99
of them are
one half one
feeble main sequence stars, while less
percent are old but brilliant red giants.
It is thought that the
star formation
ral arms results from
of aensnv
through interstellar
stars born in the
type
solar nellgh.OOJrh()OO Del()ng
only about three percent
these small, red stars swarm in
responsible for the large amounts
our part of the Milky Way Galaxy.
A small number
massive but short lived blue stars
the pa5;saf;~e
would also be created

A "red sky at night" was not what I had expected to
find, and since my two surveys hardly resembled real
research, I looked for a more professional and comprehensive set of numbers on star types. A detailed survey in C.
W. Allen's book Astrophysical Quantities lists the relative
number of stars of each spectral class in every million
cubic parsecs in the sun's vicinity. To my surprise, the figures in this book showed that "G," "K" and "M" stars pro··
duce over twice as much light as the "0" and ''B" stars in
the solar neighborhood! The "K" and "M" stars alone outshine the "0" and liB" stars by more than fifty percent.
The results of this survey are contained in Figure 3 and
Table 3, including what at first appears to be an error in
the abundance of "0" type stars. While the populations of
aU other types of stars grew from their levels in Table 2,
the number of "0" type stars has shrunk dramatically in
Table 3. This is not a mistake, but a result of the extreme
scarcity of "0" type stars coupled with their tremendous
brilliance. The average neighborhood in the sun's vicinity
having a volume of one million cubic parsecs will probably not contain a single "0" type star. Such a volume of
space, if spherical and centered on the sun, would have a
radius of only about sixty parsecs. But because of their
high luminosities, "0" type stars are visible a long way off,
which is why a few dozen have
appeared in the survey of the
six thousand stars in Table 2.
St~s in ttl. SOW N~i9hbot"iwocl:
ApproxirMttil,l 113,500 Stars pw
If the sun were nestled in the
Million Cubkl PanfOS
nuclear bulge of the Milky Way,
we could expect our sky to be
Percent
awash in the amber light of old
of
stars. But how can our night sky
Totol
15
be dominated by cool
Luminosity
when the sun resides near the
10
fringe of our
in the
of its
blue
0....&....-o B A F (; K M
Studies

Class

Toble

pa:ssed Perseus arm, the
stars
class "K" and
number less than one half of one
produce a

... or·£lI .... H".
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seen in

Table 4
of Selected Galaxies
Comments in Burnham's
Celestial Handbook
ii"

Sc
Sc
Sc
Sb
M87
M86

"bluer' than ,.. many aal;axiE~s

F5
F5
F5
G1

G2
G3
G5
G7

veillowier than usual for

"... one of the

redder aalaJdE~s
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nd How Do These Objects Relate
A Planetarium Lesson for Grade 2
Stu Chapman, Planetarium Director
Harford County Schools - Southampton Middle
Moores Mill Road
Bel Air, Maryland 21014
INTRODUCTION
A common first step in the comprehension of a body of
knowledge, be it astronomy or biology, is the classification
of the data. Without order, the causes of observed phenomena may remain forever hidden. Classification in the
context of this planetarium lesson is done under the guidance of two major themes in the organization of a body of
scientific knowledge. In the first, Scale and Structure, pupils
synthesize information about individual planets and their
moons to see what roles they play in the overall behavior
of the system. This theme is intimately tied in with the second theme, Systems and Interactions, because the objects of
the solar system will be studied at the same scale. Pupils
will discover how the various solar system objects interact
with each other on the basis of which body they orbit. The
goal of the lesson's method is to provide a real-life situation in which students can work together in a cooperative
atmosphere to reach a common solution. In this lesson the
real-life situation is the simulated space journey with the
class broken into cooperative groups of four or less working together while pretending to visit each planet.

3. Compare the sizes of the
planets to the size
the earth by performing measurements to Quani:Hy
collected data on planet sizes in a classroom enrichment exercise.

%e refative sizes of o6jects are not easy
cfents to grasp. It important to
wliidi o6jects (or systems o6jects) are
wliicli ottiers. Jl visit to a pfanetanum or use
tlie sma£[ pfanetanums
own can ofgreat tieCp
as in conveying a sense el(fitement
Structure].
Schools,
1989.

Outcome: Students will work in cooperative learning
groups to demonstrate the ability to:
1. Collect descriptive data about the p~anets of the
solar system by completing a check-off key of planetary features in the planetarium.

2. Classify objects as stars, planets, or moons, according to their physical characteristics and on the basis of
the object around which they orbit.

Stu Chapman began his career as a high school biology and
science teacher, and became planetarium director in 1983. He
is also an adjunct astronomy faculty member at Harford
Community College. His main interest is using the planetarintegrated science
levels and abilities.
Vol.

::;ep'terrlber 1992

Materials: For each student, the worksheet entitled, A First
Data File of the Solar System, and a pencil. Teachers
elect to bring the pencils to the planetarium for ... "'""U ... IU' .....
Hon or simply allow the pupils to arrive with their own
pencils. Clipboards to hold the pupils' data sheets will be
provided by the planetarium.
Advance Preparation: Teachers should divide their class
into cooperative groups of four or less prior to the date
the lesson. When entering the planetarium, the planetarium teacher will seat the students together within their
cooperative groups. Teachers should duplicate
the worksheet, A First Data File of the Solar System
the date of the planetarium visit. The data sheets and
cils may be distributed to the
as
are
seated in the

The Planetarian

Class Time: The planetarium session will last for approximately fifty minutes (plus the time required for bus transportation). The warm up activity will require a few minutes in the classroom on the day prior or the day of the
planetarium visit. The enrichment activity on measurement, should the teacher choose to use it, will require
small parts of several days as an exercise to be completed
in the classroom after the planetarium visit.

Cross Curriculum Activities: Math, Art
Science Thinking Skills: Identifying, observing, recallin&
describing, discussing, categorizing, comparing, contrasting, predicting, visualizing, sequencing.

SOUTHAMPTON PLANETARIUM
A FIRST DATA FILE OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM

Planets

PLUTO

Size

Moons

Surface

Rings _ _ Color

NEPTUNE

Size

Moons

Surface

Rings _ _ Color

URANUS

Size

Moons

Surface

Rings _ _ Color

SATURN

Size

Moons

Surface

Rings _ _ Color

JUPITER

Size

Moons

Surface

Rings _ _ Color

Size

Moons

Surface

Rings _ _ Color

Moons

Surface

Rings _ _ Color

EARTH

VENUS

Size

Moons

Surface

Rings _ _ Color

MERCURY

Size

Moons

Surface

Rings _ _ Color

Stars
THE

SUN

Size

Planets

Surface

Spots

Color

Sevterrlber 1992

Outcome: Prior to the day of the ...... '" . . . ,:...-.......
field trip, the teacher should explain the first identified
outcome (above) to
pupils. Students win be collecting
information about solar system objects on the basis of their
physical characteristics.
Warm Up: The teacher should choose four coins, a
As a classroom
the
nickel, dime, and
teacher should
the pu pHs to classify the coins
on the basis of two criteria: a) size (larger or smaller than a
penny) and 2) color (brown or silver). In the planetarium,
students win be making similar comparisons of the planets
and their sizes in relation to the size of the earth.
Let's Find Out: Students will enter the planetarium and
receive a clipboard for their data sheets as they are
seated within their cooperative groups. The planetarium
teacher will welcome the students and explain the purpose
of the lesson while the lights are dimming. With daily
motion and the stars on, the class shall in the midst of an
interstellar journey. Members of the class will be encouraged to find the sun as one of the many stars seen out of
the spaceship window. (We keep yellow
in our
Capella and Alpha Centauri star cells, so this is relatively
approaching
easy.) Using the orrery, we pretend to
another star, Procyon, which we pretend has five planets
orbiting it. We explain to the children that the planets are
named after their "parent" star and an alphabetic letter for
B, C, D,
ordering. The planets are thus named
and E. Then, switching the
and
the
carousel projectors, we pretend to fly by each of
five
"planets". Each one displays one of the characteristics of a
planet which the students will be looking for in the exercise to follow (see below). For example, we use a slide
one of the Galilean satellites to demonstrate a
with a
solid surface, a slide of Uranus from the Voyager flyby
with an asteroid slide as a "moon" superimposed to
demonstrate a planet without a solid surface and with a
moon. After
each of the
we continue through space
a few minutes until we pretend to
beginning
be entering the solar system from the
with the most distant planet, Pluto (even though Pluto will
actually be closer to the sun than Neptune until 1999). The
planets will be visited in reverse of their order from the
sun. Following Pluto, pupils will visit Neptune, Uranus,
Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Earth, Venus, Mercury, and finally
the sun. For each planet, cooperative
will work
with each other and with the
to classify the characteristics of the planet on their worksheets on
the basis of the following criteria:
1. Size - Pupils will mark a ilL" if the
is
than
the earth, or an "5" if the
is smaller than the

Vol. 21, No. 3, ::;eD~terrlber 1992

2. Moons mark uY" for
if the
or liN" for no if the
has no moons.

3. Surface mark #Y" for
on
surface can be seen and UN" for no for
of a
display no solid surfaces. The
is indicated
the
of craters or
features.

5. Color - The color of the

will be
f-f-e,n
appropriate blank. Variations on students'
color will be
within each CO()D,,,rathi'e
-Ul"!"'1

In the case of the sun, a few other classification
be
to be
the planeltanum
all of the ..... I"''"'''''~C'

I"". . ,t-o ...,,,,

between stars
what they orbit.
Closure: The closure section can be
pupils have returned to their
brief exercise, the teacher can "'~~~ .. _r.~~
cuss "What we have learned"
sheet.

and art with the science curriculum.
References: Teachers
wish to consult some
erature
which this exercise is based:

Science
Association for the Advancement
Science Framework
Through Grade
Department of
Windows on
L01Olli.al School
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What's that
show to a
children? Does the
Does it make beads of 1"'!.D't'crUT'~~'h",.n a1Pp,ear
lip and furrowed brow? Well
the
news is that the
pIe.
The school show is
the most universal of the
bread and butter elements to a
agenda. The
to the educational
is in
service that we
itself one of the
for our existence. But the
sad fact is that
a lecturer will
such shows for fear of
schoolchildren. This
is nn,r1pl"~t;:lnrl
ily lost. Without control no
can
in
to continue the show once it is

I

t-hr".,,-.. hll"

1"'Orlr"\oril1!Y

theater is a classroom. As a
trade the chiltricks of the
view
let's

Rule #2:

consistent.

If
send out mixed
This does not mean that there must be
For av<'rIr"\ ..... lo
<JAhAL._'LLV

Rule #3:

"' .... ,,' .. "' .... n ......

Rule #1: Establish "."' ..............:...

n-..",.......,.r'II

Rule #4:

rules
should let the chil-

all?
Rule #5: Learn
their classes.

18

This is
have some local variations.
teachers do it so
automatically that they
not think about but in the
be~,nntrlg it requires active thought. Ask around, and you
it
something like this:
"I'm going to wait for everyone (to do something> ... "
(pause)
"I like the
that
is behaving well) ... "
(pause)
"Thank you if you are (conforming to expectations) ... "
(pause)
"I need everyone to
For OV~'Tn'nla

love it!
Rule #9: If

their groups down.
words and will
So talk to
local teachers
Rule #6: Involve the children as much as pm"su:ne.
is not
sound but
control at the same time. Ask
the children
tions and encourage
the answers out loud and
their minds .,..,.,...........,,....
rather than on ......... ru. .. ,'11". mischief. More often than not interaction is an excellent "' ....."......
may
individuals or
as an excuse to make noise.
time
better not to use the interactive
should
a feel for when it is useful and when it will
be better to
it.
I"'\,.. " ' h

Rule #7: Use verbal cues.
You can set the

the children that
the country at night so "-'v.........
is how
it is.
drop the sky glow, ask
them to see if we can continue to hear a pin drop when we
there.
usually get the hint!
u,"' ..

Rule #8:

using voice control techniques.

Voice control tricks are very important. When
get
instincts
teU you to raise your voice to
but
will find
to the
be
voice you will
better results.
.. ..,n1c....
is the case, for
children
the same time that I am
,DT!'''

into a
Rule #10:

I
I
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Introduction

SIUQleS, and
~?,~~.~~~cthat·~"nhYo

An excellent review of the literature on ..... ''::.'nCl... '''''·U
education by Riordan
leaves the Imon~SSllon
school students
be

For

Classroom

instruments
could account for the <::!Inn~,,.,,,...\t
failure of isolated plamemnm
""'-""6"'U'.'oJ, there is "" . . . r" .. "'.h ('tllnt'r~T"T evidence to cause our
concern.
we number aITlOng our customers some 1nt',or-nno_
diate and
schools that
minimal science .,."vn ....""'_
ments. The situation is
worse at the t:>it:>,,"nc'nt":::IT"\T
where
teachers have
the
to teach science at alL
Faced with these
we have been aV'I"'\a""nn,onL
since the
1980s with programs to
use science lessons in
...."UAA ............

we work with teachers
ed in the booklet.

Carolyn R. pbU'pnhnf"M is an Assistant I-'..,r.~occ" ....
& Instruction, 1-'1~tC"'I1'J nr
Department
sas) State ,.".."'•.....,.,~.f11 Her research and teaching spe,czaltles
and gifted
are elementary
education.
....

the L.
State

In the Planetarium
Part II of the

n.nr.. V " " , ..

""' ... n.n',.... instruction
extra
the usual considerations of the children's attention
and level of
On the other
knowthat students will arrive wen
makes the task
easier.
na.. ,n...,.,n

but our

The Pilot

!JI ........ 'Hl!hr

then teU the teacher about
words and teaches them
own t-o~ .... hllncr
more kn4JWleclge:able olarletiuilum

When the children arrived at the planetarium a little
more than three weeks later, all could read the slide
the completion of
tions and flip charts. A week
unit, the teachers gave a test on the planetarium astronomy lesson. The average scores were 89% for the class that
focused on the nloon and 83% for the class that studied
exploration.
Encouraged by the response to "LEA Moon" we wrote
a longer program, I~oyage to the New World", about the
European voyages of discovery in the late 15th and early
16th centuries. This program is at middle school level with
a simplified version for grades four and five. Its science
lessons are on finding the size of the earth, geomagnetism
and the magnetic compass, constellations and celestial
navigation.

Planetarium Education:
the Literature. The
20
18-26.
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Teacher Response
Observations of our audiences and feedback from their

Giordano

But
in
space or on a rn(Jlus,ma
there be men to share our LOn:eUines:s.
there may be power; somewhere across
ments, handled by strange, manipulative
vainly at our floating cloud wrack, their owners 1JPr,I'IM11IMO
we yearn. Nevertheless, in
nature
pies of evolution we have had our answers.
where, and beyond,
will no

II1II

lum

SAREX? What's SAREX.
In a
Antares",l I su:gg1est:ed
there is an
resource out there that many
tarians don't know about. I'm
Amateur
Radio
or "Hams"
called.
Ke1Cenltly I involved the Stanback Planetarium with our
local amateur radio club
Edisto Amateur Radio
and the amateurs from the local and state '-A ...a.., ........ .,;
~1] tn,ern Ben
to

"-r>,,.,,,,,h71

astronauts of STS-45 via amateur radio. The involvement
of amateur radio and NASA is
or Shuttle

reasons: to encourage
in the space
and to
ed ucational
offered by
amateur radio. SAREX has
flown ....... £"".n..

dents at various ". . ..,.~''''

u,,,,,, .. lrh,,,,rtn

Profiles
WM30 (E),

Jim Brown

Director of the Stanback. Planetarium,
South Carolina State
Instructor
of Astronomy, Earth &:
and
Science. ARRL
and ARES.
WX4M (E), James Reeves
Bell South Technology
N4WPJ CD, Boby Mixson
Electrical Supervisor for South Carolina
Department of Highways. Member
RACES.
N4VFK m, H"'lrur"l"rl
Systems Analyst, Un:rng€~burg
School District.
BBS.

WB4TGK (E),
Cone
Electronics Technician, Bell South
Technology.
KB4REI (T), Mike Cone
Student, Engineering
Carolina State University.

South

N4MCF (A), Gary Blankenship
Marketing and Distribution. ARRL VE and
RACES.
K04BR (A), Marty Diggins
Electronic Technician, Bell South
Technology. Member RACES, ARES and
Assistant EOC for Pioneer t.merg;en(:y
Operations Center.

Planetarian

flight.
With this in mind, I approached Mr. Heyward Bozard,
N4VFK, Computer Analyst for the Orangeburg County
School District and presented the information. Together
with Ms. Anne Neeley, Public Relations officer for the
District, we made contact with the middle schools and set
up a theme contest to select 10 students from within the
District's middle schools.
While this process was underway, I approached the
Edisto Amateur Radio Society (E.A.R.S.) and solicited the
help of a number of club members. Mr. Boby Mixson
N4WPJ, Mr. Marty Diggins K04BR, Mr. Gary Blankenship
N4MCF, Mr. George Cone WB4TGK, Mr. Mike Cone
KB4REI and Mr. Harry Shroat N4XMY all volunteered to
help with the project. Marty, K04BR and George,
WB4TGK are both members of the Southern Bell
Telephone Pioneer Amateur Radio Society and suggested
that perhaps the Pioneers would be able to help.
A few weeks later, Marty K04BR, came back from a
meeting with Mr. Jim Reeves WX4M, of the Pioneers with
the promise of a complete Oscar3 satellite station, including a brand new Kenwood T5-790A, a brand new Hygain
218S complete Oscar antenna system, a brand new Yaesu

G-5400B

run the Planetarium. Its A11'-""'" land azimuth as well as a O1I"'~lnnll"'
relation to our ground location.
About 4:00 PM EST, 24 minutes before the
everyone began to show up. The list of
the planetarium ranged from TV crews,
reporters and photographers and radio crews
dents themselves, family
the Orangeburg School
members. In a short while, we would be
make the first successful contact with the
from South Carolina.

Adults (back row, left to right): Boby Mixson, Jim Brown, Mike Cone, George Cone
SAREX Participants (student back row, left to right): Imari Wright, Jamie Danford, James Williams, Jason Stone, Yasha M{.!a/(()aa~,an.
(student front row, left to right): Samantha Homer, Jennifer Jones, Beth Crawford, Tasha Wheeler, Tina Middleton.
Other adults who participated not present in photo: Marty Diggins, Heyward Bozard, Gray Blankenship.
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About fifteen minutes before the contact the Johnson
Spaceflight Center called to make sure everything was on
track and to tell us that they would stay on the phone
throughout the pass. The kids were anxious and the atmosphere in the theater was tense. As we counted down from
T-30 seconds, I opened up the squelch on the radio and on
the directions from JSC began calling them. "N5WQC,
N5WQC, N5WQC this is WM30 at South Carolina State
University, over ... ". Nothing, no answer, only static.
Again, "N5WQC, N5WQC, N5WQC this is WM30 at
South Carolina State University, over '0'"' Nothing, no
answer, only static. Again, and again, and by now we were
fully 2 minutes into our pass and still nothing. Then, finally, out of the static, 'WM30, this is N5WQC". But what
had happened to the beautiful signal that we had heard on
the previous orbit? No time to ponder this, I had to hope
that the people manning the antenna controls had us on
track. Quickly, I confirmed contact and got the first student up for his question. The answer came back, but while
the signal was strong, the audio was so weak that it was
difficult to understand. Another student and another
answer. As the third student finished his question, the signal had dropped noticeably and I had the volume of the
TS-790A wide open. But the noise was overpowering the
audio from the shuttle and it finally faded into nothing.
Then, it was over. TV interviewers swarmed in quickly to
get their interviews and make it back to the station for the
6 o'clock news. I kept hearing questions being asked to the
kids, " ... were you disappointed?" And to my surprise,
most of the answers were to the effect of yes, but it was
exciting to be a part of the project, and they did, after all,
get to hear the astronaut live and in person, something
that they had never done before.
The 6 o'clock news was mixed, one station praising our
efforts and another playing up the static and poor reception. The newspapers were kinder and also praised our
efforts.
We were in the right place with the right equipment.
We had the best equipment that money could buy and it
didn't help. What happened? I placed a call to JSC and
spoke with Roy Neil, K6DUE. He told me that they had
monitored every SAREX pass of the mission to that point
and had not had any trouble hearing the astronauts ...
until our pass. He told me that they heard nothing from
the Shuttle. Whether it was a faulty connection between
the mike plug and the SAREX transmitter or whether it
was the orientation of the orbiter, I have not been able to
find out. Everyone has been sympathetic, especially Roy
K6DUE, who suggests that we try again in the near future.
So, You Want to Give it a Try?
If you wish to try this at your facility, you need contact
your local amateur radio group if you are not a licensed
amateur. You can find out who they are by several means.
The first is to contact the ARRL and if there is an affiliated
group near you, they will give you the contact person. You
can also contact your local county Emergency Operations
24

Center. The county EOC should have a list of amateurs
your county that are members of the
Amateur
Emergency Service (RACES). Ask around, pernalJS
someone you know is aware of an amateur in
munity. For equipment, the amateurs will
able
ply that. Many amateurs have the 2-meter PM
their cars. Omni-directional antennas will work
amateurs will be able to supply them as well. If
to try this on your own, let me remind you that
hold an amateur license of at least a Technician
operate the equipment. Training manuals to n ....Cl.n~1·a
for the exams are available from the ARRL or at
Radio Shack stores, and your local amateurs will be
direct you to a testing site near you.
Once you have gotten the cooperation of the local
teurs, you will need to apply to the ARRL to be considered
the
for selection for the SAREX program. They will
requests and forward them on to the crew of a
Shuttle flight carrying SAREX with their recommendations. The crew then review the requests and has the final
yea or nay. Once the final selection has been made
on many things, the most important of which is
tion relative to the Shuttle on that given flight)
the ARRL who will notify you. At that point, you need to
start making plans.
Is it Good for My Planetarium?
You be the judge. This activity created more
press, TV and radio coverage for my planetarium in two
weeks than I have had in the past four years. It created
new bonds with the local school districts and that nrr,,-.rlVA"
will translate in to higher attendance numbers
future. It opened new connections with media
which will help me promote the planetarium in the future.
Regardless of the outcome, in short, it was excellent
relations.
Conclusion.
All in all, many people put many hours into this
I can't begin to express my appreciation for the work and
effort all these people did to make our SAREX contact a
success. We would not have been as successful as we were
without the help and support of the Sou thern Bell
Telephone Pioneer Amateur Radio Society, the Edisto
Amateur Radio Society, Orangeburg County
District, and South Carolina State University. Was it a success? In our opinion, yes. Were the kids excited? Yes. We
even planted the idea of an amateur radio class
taught in the Gifted and Talented classes. Did we
amateur radio to the public? Yes, and more so, since it
made state-wide coverage in newspapers, TV and radio.
Would we do it over? Probably, but give us time to catch
our breath from this one, OK?
oJL',"U'YA

The Planetanan, Vol 19, No.1, March 1990,
51.
The American Radio Relay League, Newington, cr 06111
3 OSCAR = Orbiting Satellite Carrying Amateur Radio. 0
1
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The total solar eclipse of

1991

Hawaii witness
education efforts
"',,", ........ y. a
the
with
held at the museum. We invited members
and electronic media this
advance information about the
asr>ect:s. the
to cover
scale of the international event which was about
what was
hit the state.
were then better able to
la ler called liThe
relea~ies, free aluminized
n . n.....,rc' "''"', ....

of "Mr.
Central"
intentional a\...\_~CJ".I.IJ'AJU.L
and interna tiona! news
media resulted in a
Cll1DPlng book which is
inches
and over 7 hours of 1V and radio time.
was
a
Direct contact with the
highly interactive eclipse exhibit which was
132,000
Our 30-foot, 77-seat planetarium
visited
hosted over 57,000 audience members in just four months.
Our public, automated program "Moonshadows: Eclipses
Through Time" was joined by a participatory school proA..J\,.JUl,.h;:l\...

Ken Miller has worked for five years to remodel and expand
services at what he c,aIls "the busiest planetarium in a thousand mile radius." (Annual attendance exceeds 115,OOO!)
With the help of planetarium manager Peter
he also
coordinates five StarLab units
Oahu's
islands.

It's not
We
nonsense, and gave

white board

mirror inside envelope
with dime sized hole

Spot Mirror ProJection.

in infonnational

en'\1elc:n)(:~s

them not
but
wholesale to outlets on
all islands.
than 312,000 of these Bishop Museum Sun
Peeps were sold. On eclipse day,
every family in
Hawaii used a Sun
to safely view
partial phases
of the eclipse.
Those who did not use Sun Peeps used our recomm{~nClea indirect viewing technique, which we called the
Mirror Technique." This method uses a plain hand
"""'i...".,"'... 1"',,,, .. ,,O)'O',,,.rI with
A dime-sized hole (1 cm in
dJ.cun~te:r) is cut in the paper, and
is bounced off
mirror" a distance of 40-60
into a shady
area.
a solar
the size of a soccer ball is projected onto a sheet
In our tests on normal
tecnm,que, and an saw a
The

is eager to
niques which allow them to
Nature's greatest
effect. And
merchandise the museum and plametar'imn
while the sun
shine. We
to use some of the lessons we 100.'.',,,,,,,,1"'1
next
and are more than
ences
who ask. After
we
have another chance to
this total orl1nc~o nUOfITtatllon
until
3, 2106!
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Basically, I believe that it is
IPS more
ways of
We might . . .
organizations in allied fields or
industry vendors to underwrite
installations. I wonder if we
non-members to find out why
know about IPS? Is it a matter
there is greater benefit in
planetarium organization Insiteald.
mine) would like to know.

o

VA.• . , .. ' ....... A

108 Thompson Lane Tennessee
CompuServe 76100,1214

13asica£(y, 16e{ieve

mE~mbelrs

it is

Jina ways of marRf-ting

The Word

members.

In her January 1992 "Gibbous Gazette" column, Donna
Pierce shared with us a interesting letter written by Mary
Post, Director of the Whittenberger Planetarium in
Caldwell, Idaho for the publication Sphere. Mrs. Post was
trying to locate information on running a planetarium, a
script bank, and other resources.
All of us at one time or another have received letters
like this requesting the same type of information.
Whenever I have the opportunity to assist a planetarian,
one of the first questions I ask is, "have you heard about
the International Planetarium Society?" Unfortunately, the
overwhelming response received is that they had no idea
IPS exists.
In her March 1992 column, Donna printed my opinion
of how we could promote IPS to planetarians. In that same
column, she makes an interesting comment that was the
deciding factor for the Forum topic: "... we need to keep
IPS members more informed of the services available ....
It's time for another list of committees and task forces with
contact people made known."
The question I asked a number of planetarians was:

can
as IPS
make IPS
more visible, more ",-',-,-,;:1101.11.""" and more
needs the planetariresponsive to
urn . . . '''' ... fl.''''
.ll.JLII. ..... .II..II.II.&.I'

*****
There is no doubt that we as individual IPS members
and as an organization on the whole, have done an inadequate job of keeping our members (let alone non-members)
informed of our publications, resources, and on-going projects. This is not difficult to understand when you consider
that this is an international organization which is run by
volunteer
committee member who are
very
busy people. The fact that our officers (and members) are
scattered across the world and have limited budgets for
long distance phone calls and mass mailings to membership doesn't
either
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I also believe it is up to IPS
make IPS more accessible to members. We could InClUCle
benefits and publications insert in
enhance communication
members about the
progress of various IPS co:mrnittee's, o~rllar)S
tee chair could submit a short
.. ,.,.,~ .......
Planetarian.
regional
present IPS
at their
Not
non-IPS conference
accessibility, but it would be a great
ty.
While I believe that IPS 1.o"',r"'i.o""Ch'1"'\
4-

timely manner. We can make
and
resources,
fit our
No matter how terrific and rI,.....,.,.'''· ......r'ri
our IPS
them to do
thing by
whatever ways we are
if this on~arlizaltio,n
ue growing.

*****

Richard
non-member plametanla
like to take it a
send such
two years (the odd-numbered
invitation to the next
Biennial Conference
of IPS. Besides a

The Planetanan
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Vol.
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of
Committees and Task
in The Planetarian for
us who are not
the
of those
on Committees and Task Forces.
Another
is to ask the assistance of
Ste«~nI1lg new installations in our direction.
o.... "" • .:.nl"'o(: this is !lI11"d:::ll!ll.r1lu hapl;:>erlinj~.

the IPS shouldn't hurt ...
use of tec:hnolclgy
As an advocate
us
I would like to en(~ou,ra,~e
mail (starman@Unc.bitnet) and fax
to conduct more of our business. I am no longer convinced that
are luxuries or extravathese modes of
ga1tlCE~S--U1lev can make this small world a
and save time to boot! I wish all ottJlcelrs
their e-mail addresses and fax numbers. It
the difference as to whether or not some
communicate with IPS in the first

... one of tlie
tfiat mem6ersliip on
is not e~c{usive.

materials to our files and COllti11uilng
tence. Each IPS affiliate
of all pla:netuiulffiS

I can 't empliasiu enougn is

Committees and'Tast!Torces

As a Committee Chair twice-over, one of the things I
can't emphasize enough is that membership on IPS
Committees and Task Forces is not exclusive. If you see a
Committee or Task Force which appeals to one of your
interests, or may address one of your pet concerns about
the care and feeding of the planetarium profession, then by
all means contact the Chair and offer to serve. What's that
you say? Too busy? We're all busy! That's life in a volunteer organization-the operative term here is volunteer.
Short of having paid staff, the IPS must depend upon a
worldwide spirit of volunteerism in order to carry out it's
mission effectively-or at all.
Thomas W. Hocking
Morehead Planetarium
Chapel Hill, North Carolina
Chair, IPS Script Bank Committee
Chair, IPS Committee on Planetariums
and the Science Crisis
*****
I just returned from the MAPS meeting and realized
that there was nothing about IPS there. All regional meetings should have IPS fliers at the vendor areas.
Perhaps mailings should go to all those people listed in
the IPS directory who aren't members. Also, we need to
reach people running Starlab™ programs. Since Leaming
Technologies, Inc. will not release a list of which facilities
have purchased Starlab™ planetariums, Sue Reynolds in
Syracuse, New York has been compiling a list.
Gloria D. Ran
North Star Planetarium
North Brunswick, New Jersey

newsletter, ''Starlab™
" Those of
realize that he is an exceptional science e<11JCator
make that publication extremely valuable. .....n''I''\D,.'' R
will promote IPS membership in
Various IPS affiliate orl~a]ru:z;an,OI1lS
their own
user committees and are de.HberalteJ,v
seeing that
and
of interest to us
sented at their annual
a cmnDut~~r
network could be established to
better rommuniThese committo strengthen our
tees might also
Network" by sending a portable planetarium rel)reseI1ltative to all IPS
A portable planet:arll11m
tee meeting could then take place at

*****
After giving your question some thought,
few ideas:
For potential new members of
bution of our membership
planetarium or special effects manUjtaCltun~r
on advertising in The
member. This would efllC01lfCJlee
new installations that we
not nH\d3V1LU"1'lD
IPS would need a current member as a
Vln'Hpt,"f/'U:llI'f

JUc;llJli:l>'VJU
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ele~~ot'e does this a run.u cUI V
sut)Pl1.ers so it can't
too difficult a task.
listed zero
budgeted for
publications.
Al though the 1990 Conference Proceedings were published for $4008.75, this was intended for the previous
year. Why do we assume there is nothing to publish other
than The Planetarian? What better special publication is
than one to help the profession?
Many good ideas don't get accomplished due to lack of
time. Few of us have the time to spend collecting and sortnames, suppliers, nl.anI2ta.ntlm
editing the information for pU!DrlCaUU~I1

become IPS
help. It's not wise to overlook
It's also unwise to overlook the contribution that
tarium product and service vendors make
new planetarians. At Loch Ness Productions we
calls all the time
"newbies" who
to mount
where to
sound
to
and treqUE~ntjlv

less of affiliation.

hr.'... r>~.t-

reSioons(~s on
own ideas-all
of the work at home.
reasons not to be a member:

able to afford
it.
...... """ron, I T

difficulties with the
Dl(in(~talria:n.

wants to be one, or is
will visit
now and
if
had information about IPS
then.
displayed in its lobby, every potential member would
eventually be reached. I suggest that an IPS poster be
duced, sent to every member, and offered free of charge to
every non-member planetarium as well.
Many planetarians are members of regional planetarium associations, and I doubt
such association exists
without at least one IPS member. IPS should make
efforts to find a dedicated member in each association
IPS within that association.
would be
to
pl«lm~ta:riums

Vol.

in touch with one another!

*****

need to ask the ........,...,"'·..
aren't members. Is
about us, or don't think
don't have
are met
10

to

While we are iI:1.1111"yo'uinor
what we can do for
Services could then be develloned
Isn't this what su(:ressf'lll busiloes>SeS
pf()bl~em is inherent to the nature of IPS.
is to provide communication arr~onlg
in the By-Laws, and in the past some
have expressed outrage when anyone
more to produce a real professional
organization. As
as all we can do is communicate
with each other, there are a lot of potential services we will
never be able to offer.
Now some practical considerations. Planetarium positions are
in flux. Anytime an opening develops
there is a good
it will be filled by someone who has
never worked in a planetarium and has no idea what help
is out there. For the sake of these people there are some
things which can be done.
1. Every IPS member should make sure his or her boss

tarium.

Q..l.lJl.Jl.Jl.Q.fI,'I;;;;:»
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topic, please send
Odober 10.
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to me no

than
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GlF Picture of the Month

Asteroid 915
Gaspra
This is the highest-resolution
picture of Gaspra, and it was
taken by the Galileo spacecraft
during its approach to the asteroid on October 29, 1991. The sun
is shining from the right with a
phase angle of 500 • The resolution is 54 meters/pixel. Gaspra is
an irregular body with dimensions 19 x 12 x 11 kilometers.
The portion illuminated in this
view is about 18 kilometers from
lower left of upper right.

(Contributed by Charles Hemann, Computer Corner Associate
Editor.)
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Miri61la
accurate and affordable planetariums for every
Minolta Planetariums offer:

t"IIill'u11.no'l"

,
and size installation.

REALISTIC SKIES Precise, high-quality Minolta precision multi-element coated
and sharpness. Plastic optics or pinholes are never used.
of the starry sky is guaranteed.

InC'llrn'l(~C'an

brilliance

f'nn-.""I",Tn

RELIABILITY

The ultra-accurate gear-interlocked Sun, Moon, and Planet mechanism is constructed with the finest
components for ultimate durability and reliability. Solar system bodies automatically appear in the correct
position as the annual motion is run to a desired date. Critical planetary positions are repeatable at any
time. All projectors are designed to stand up to the heaviest use with minimal attention and maintenance.

UNSURPASSED
SERVICE

Minolta operates a complete U.S. service station in Ramsey, N.J. We offer fast service resulting in
minimal down time for you.

SELECTION

Minolta offers 9 different projectors for dome sizes from 6 to 25 meters. 3,000 to 30,000 stars can
be projected.

TURN-KEY OPERATION
When you purchase a Minolta planetarium you get more than a projector. We can supply a complete package including:
• 10mm movie projection system - Dome screens -Sound systems - Control systems
• laser shows • Special effect projectors • Computer Software
The same innovative state-of-the-art capabilities and resources that has made Minolta a worldwide leader in the photographic, optical, electronic, and information handling fields have been utilized in the design, engineering, and production of its
planetarium equipment.
The true value of a product can be best gauged by the customers who purchase it. Minolta takes great pride in our reputation
for quality, reliability and service. We also take great pride in the fact that some of the most select customers worldwide use
Minolta planetariums.
For further information contact:
Minolta Planetarium Department 101 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 Phone (201) 818-3514

PLANETARIUMS
ONLY FROM THE MIND OF MINOLTA

MINOLTA

il
Brought to you by
Powerful Interactive

Syracuse, New York
When the school year is well under way you will know
whether the new programs and mechanical goodies you
slaved over creating work or not. Hopefully they are fulfilling your wildest dreams and you are ready to pass on
your new found wisdom. Feel free to brag to us of your
successes or let us mourn with you over your failures (so
we don't make the same errors)! Send me some "new
stuff" please. I personally could use more interactive ideas
for use with the specialized cylinders for Starlab such as
and Celestial Coordinates. More foreign
the Biological
language lessons would definitely be appreciated too.
As you are scheduling your work for the year, remem-

Weather
Stripping

ber to leave time to phone
teaching style and lessons.
planetarians at conferences. It is ..........
small and
slighted at
difficult to

Jl .. J; •.• U

......

space science
papers are now
of planetarians. It is such a natural
wi th other users.
in other words I recommend Kel;:>plng

---H
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IlaioKcn Flood

Gel
Shield

Gel Shield

Halogen flood; diagram by S. Singer. See next page for article.
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in touch with the people in your field, as this is what keeps
us from getting stale. Sometimes just a small idea you discover can save oodles of time and money as well as spark
creativity, and off you go to put together an entirely new
program to offer your clients.

Glowin

Dark Woolite?:

When utilizing UV light in the dome, for the PASS
Colors in Space lesson, Woolite can be used as a detector.
You can paint it on anything, and it is completely invisible
if you paint it on your skin. I know this because the big
shooting stars painted on my cheek really shocked the kids
when UV light was turned on and my face fluoresced. And
because it was invisible under standard
I failed to
scrub it off completely that night. I guess it is
because the next day a not-so-Iovely
red spot appeiuea
on my face and remained there for several days! So, don't
nlake that mistake while you are having fun with it!
While attempting to put together this Colors in Space lesson, we found that halogen floods work best for an almost
pure white light source. You may have to double up the
gels for blue (RoscoLux # 83, not #88 as stated in the book)
and green to get enough intensity of color. I used a three
pound coffee can to hold my flood light and slid jell
shields on and off the top of the can for different colors
(see diagram on previous page). The gels didn't get overheated and, with practice, no white light escaped. This can
was nice. However, plans are being made to build a compact three-can system so color combinations can be shown.
The spectrum glasses mentioned by Jim Manning, in his
March 192 column on page 65, are a lot of fun to use with
this lesson.

Another April Whitt Contributiore
You may have noticed that students are becoming quite
fascinated with the various moons of the solar system
since Voyager 2 found so many new ones. April Whitt
(The Adler Planetarium, 1300 South Lake Shore Drive,
Chicago, IL 60605 USA) sent this pronunciation guide that
win surely
helpful to you and also can be shared
wi th your students or their teachers. Thanks again A pri!!

Moons In Our Solar System
Mercury: no moons.
Venus: no moons.
Earth: one: Moon.

Ganymede (GAN-ee-meed)
Callisto (ka-USS-toe)
Saturn: 18:
Pan (PAN)
Atlas (AT-lass)
Prometheus (pro-MEE-thee-us)
Pandora (pan-IX>RE-ah)
Epimetheus (ep-ah-MEE-thee-us)
Janus (JAN-nuss)
Mimas (MEE-miss)
Enceladus (en-SELL-uh-dass)
Tethys <TEH-thiss)

Helene
Rhea (RAY -ah)
Titan <TIE-t'n)

Telesto (te-LES-stoe)

Uranus: 15:
Cordelia (kore-DEE s ah)

Rosalind (ROSE-ah-lind)
Belinda 'UUlH-"~.U""""'·"'''''
Puck
Cressida (KRESS-id-ah)
Miranda "UA." .., '
Desdemona (dez-deh-MONE-ah) Ariel (AIR-ee-ell)
Juliet (po-lee-Err)
Umbriel (UM-bree-ell)
Portia (PORE-shah)
Titania
Oberon (OH-ber-on)
Neprune:8:
Naiad (NYE-add)
Thalassa (thah-LASS-ah)
Despina (dess-PEE-nah)
Galatea (gal-ah-TAY-ah)
Proteus (PRO-tee-us)
Larissa (lah-RISS-ah)
Nereid (NEER-ee-id)
Triton (TRY-t'n)
u

Pluto: one moon: Charon (SHAR-un)

See if your students can find out why these moons were
named as they were. Hint: All of Jupiter's moons are
named for characters in
that had something
do with Jupiter, king of the gods
was his
bearer).
Astronomers have suggested the names for Neptulne'
"new" moons, the six discovered by Voyager 2 in 1989. The
International Astronomical Union (lAU), the
that can officially name Ce.leS1:1al ..,............... . " f'1"Intlrn'\Pl1
names at a recent meeting.
The pronunciations for the moons are taken from
Jigsaw
in the
1991
article Moons:
issue
Odyssey
A more rnlrnT'lI1"pl,,\prk~nlP
that gives the
meaning) is
-~-~- of the Names of Planets and Satellites," by Carl Masthay, which appeared in the UCltoOler
1987 issue of The Planetarian, pages 27-39.
The poster "Portraits of Our Celestial Family" is
the August 1990 issue of National Geographic Mtl)?aZHi!e
(Page 34A, Volume 178, Number 2, Solar System
Drawings and photographs of all the planets and moons
are featured on this poster:
' ' I ...

Mars: 2:
Phobos (FOE-bose)

Deimos (DAY-mose)

New Users Heard From:

Jupiter. 16:
Metis (MEE-tiss)
Adrastea (ah-drah-Sf AY -ah)
Amalthea (ah-mahl-THA Y-ah)
Thebe (THEE-bee)
10 (EYE-oh)
(yoo-ROE-pah)

Leda (LAY-dah)
Himalia (hih-MAHL-ee-ah)
Lysithea Oih-SITH-ee-ah)
Elara (EE-lah-rah)
Ananke (ah-NAHN-kay)
Carme (KAR-may)

Curtis Merren (Arkansas River Educational
221
South Beech Street, Pine Bluff, AR 71601 USA) is not a new
user but is newly heard from. Their center is a
trict co-op and Dwight D. Eisenhower
monies fund Starlab for participating
ipating schools may rent Starlab for
they have attended a user
session.
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Fred Hernandez
Puerto Rico
and called to
some
he
to start a business to ........
nl~.nfl'."""H'''''' services to schools and the
I
Meaders and
Brown because I
ex:pel"lellCe in that area. If there are other
for that pur'''\u';rlln

Planets
Zodiac Constellations
Seventh Grade Lessons
Art in the Planetarium
tllOlOglcal Cell
and Talented
in the Planetarium
Grade Lessons
Art in the Planetarium
and Talented
Ninth Grade Lessons
Earth's Rotation: The

(Public Domain)
Lesson or Unit Title

Author(s)

~==

Solving Activities:
Ernie Bacon
Earth Science Regents/Regents Honors
Size and
of the Earth
ro.n~.H"",,,,,,, Positions
Moon Motions
"Bacon Bit"- Seasons
Mars Mission

Lindarae Bauer
K-2 Lessons
Boehm Concepts
Directions: N,E,S,and West (Gr.2)
Star Patterns
Third Grade Lessons
Dipper is a Mover
The
A Geography Lesson from Space
Moon Phases
Seasonal Constellations
Fourth Grade Lessons
The Big Dipper is a Mover
Indian Legends
Moon Phases
Sun and Seasons
Fifth Grade Lessons
I'm a Star Finder
Longitude and Latitude
Poetry in the Planetarium
Planets
Zodiac Constellations
Sixth Grade Lessons
Greek
and Talented

PIa te Tectonics
Sun and Seasons
Stellar Altitude and Latitude Relation
Stellar Coordinates
Tenth Grade Lessons
Art in the Planetarium
Biological Cell
Foreign
and Talented
Language
(Tailored to 1987 Silver Burdett Science .
Kindergarten Lessons
Introduction to Planetarium
Sun, Earth, Moon Model
Day/Night
Grade 1 Lessons
Sun,
Star Pictures
Moon
Grade 2 Lessons
Sun
Rotation: Day/Night
Light/Shadows
Grade 3 Lessons
Review Earth,
Sun
Moon
Solar System
Grade 4 Lesson
Solar System
Grade 5 Lessons
Distances in the Universe
Stars
Constella tions / Galaxies
Grade 6 Lessons
Telescopes
Rockets/Satellites/Space Probes
Astronauts/Space Programs
Lessons that can

Vol.

::c".

.nc-::> ..

Exploring the Night Sky
Astronomy vs. Astrology
Mythology & the Stars
Indian Sky Legends
Future of the Space Program
Day/Night
Ancient Skies
The Solar System
Sundials
Voyager 2 at Uranus
Origins of Matter
The Northern Lights
Nocturnal Animals
Mr. Sun's Family
Moons of the Solar System
Red Planet Mars
Light and Your Eyes
Light Years From Andromeda
Galaxies

Maureen Rice
Kindergarten
Observing Our Sky
Grade 1
Day and Night
Grade 2
Circumpolar Constellations
Grade 3
Stars and Their Brightness
Grade 4
Our Solar System
GradeS
Motions of the Moon and Earth
Grade 6
Deep Sky Objects
Teacher Resource Guides & ~~!.! ~ml~~:
(Lessons are frequently adjusted to accommodate other
grade levels)
Maureen Rice
Jim Wenham
Dale Hesser
GradesK-2
Day/Night
Moon
Grade 3
Star Brightness
Circumpolar Constellations
Grade 4
Rotating/Revolving Planets
Sun/Seasons
Grade S
Motions of the Moon and Earth
Deep Sky
Grade 6
Sun/Seasons
Zodiacs and Mythology
Grade 7-8
The Biological Cell
Grade 9
The Sun's Path
The Moon's Path
Celestial Motions
Planet Motions
An Grade Levels
Seasonal Constellations and Planets
Signs of the Zodiac

Astronomy Units For Grades 3-7: Art Klinger
Grade 3
Why Do We Have Seasons
Circumpolar Stars
Grade 4
The Sun's Family
Adventures Along the Spectrum
Grade S
Luna: The Earth's Natural Satellite
Space Age Columbus
Grade 6
The Autumn Sky Over Penn-Harris-Madison
Astrology: Fact or Fiction
Grade 7
Earth Motions
Seasons
Lessons Grades K-6:
Any Age Lesson
Strictly Stars
Grades K-2 Lessons
Storybook Sky
Prisoners of the Sun
Grades 2-4 Lesson
Which Way is That
Grades 3-4 Lesson
The Planets and Sky Tonight
Grades 3 - S Lesson
The Red Planet Mars
Grades 3-6 Lesson
Moons of the Solar System
Middle School Lesson
The Incredible Journey
Intermediate Grades Lesson
Longitude and Latitude

Georgia Neff

Portable Planetarium _"' ................... """"... . .

One Week Astronomy Units Grades K-6:
These units are currently (June 1992) being incorporated
into our Teacher Guides.
Vol. 21, No.3, September 1992

This committee has proven to be an extremely valuable
asset to portable and small planetarium users. Two to
three phone calls or letters are received every month from
people requesting and sharing information. These calls
and letters are generated from two sources: IPS members
anxious to help a colleague and conference
and
papers.
used continues to
As the number of portables
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increase each year there is a greater need for quality lesson
plans and units to be made readily available. IPS can
answer that need by its members donating materials to our
files and continuing to publicize our existence. Each IPS
affiliate group can keep meticulous records of all planetariums in their area and transmit this information to us.
Mailings can then be made to those that are not members
already so we can help these planetariums realize the cost
effectiveness of tapping into IPS resources. Not only will
they be able to receive information and materials they'll
have the opportunity to make invaluable contacts with colleagues around the world. Perhaps we can also investigate
the possibility of acquiring computer capability to translate
materials into other languages. This would facilitate better
contact with communities world wide.
One portable planetarium manufacturer is also attempting to help by establishing a dearing-house of materials.
Learning Technologies, Inc. will provide materials from
their files for the price of printing and shipping. They are
also developing a Starlab Educators Directory and Gary
Kratzer has been appointed the new editor of their
newsletter, Starlab News. Those of you that know Gary realize that he is an exceptional science educator and will
make that publication extremely valuable. Hopefully he
will promote IPS membership in every mailing.
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Ralph Levy of MMI Corporation reports that the
able model 8800 is no longer sold but sales of Goto EX 3
and E 5 are on the increase. I have encouraged him to
mote IPS to all new customers too.
Various IPS affiliate organizations have established
their own portable user committees and are deliberately
seeing that workshops and papers of interest to us are
sented at their annual conferences. Perhaps a
network could be established to promote better communication between locations during the year. These committees might also be encouraged to strengthen our "Mobile
Network" by sending a portable planetarium rer)re~5enita
tive to all IPS conferences. A portable planetarium committee meeting could then take place at each conference.
I'd like to thank all of you who have communicated
wi th me in the past and invite you to keep sending
grams, designs, letters for publication, and requests for
information. If you wish to contact me by phone, my numbers are: work (315) 433-2671; Fax (315) 433-1530; or home
(315) 656-2514.

Signing Off:
That's all for now. Keep up the good work. The next
column should be full of new information picked up at IPS
~2!
0
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Recent
and video
are h,...,~...,.·n';1".nurns into facilities with a much more electronic hardware
than was the case a
few years ago. What used
to be the realn1 of
l""' .... J.LlILV

effects and conventional
star machines-is fast hpcomln
Laserdiscs.
to populate the modern
for us to
maintain this
ment.
One technical area which is

DflOCE~eCled

oil

,.,.r.'t"\t-"""'H~'"

one of CRT's and
wished him
tenacious an institution .n·..,.'r. ... '"'....",~"
this fellow's
really is a
reason that manufacturers
well as 'low' marks on
While
insufficient oil levels can lead to increased wear
on the

A Tale of
clean mechanical C01nD~onents
before
sometimes even oiling or greasInechanisms that shouldn't be lubricated at all. No
folks
bad lubrication habits over a period of years
the household 'do-it-yourself'
with a sketchy-at-best understanding of how
lubricants work in mechanical systems.

them.se{ves
obvious ways as well. %ese inc{uae
as: a) app{ying too much {ubricant,
formu{atwns;
components before rubricating,

recall an incident from several years

Vol.

to open and pour

I offered

which illus-

Star~Goo

Horror

brushes were .. "",,,; c, ......
that of emery doth.

,,",U,,\

I did what we could to dean

considerable

cOlmtHe1te instrument d.l~;aS1~rnIJIY would have
to resurface the
diurnal slipso from that time on they have been ODerated.
state.
the
lubricant fails to provide for smooth and consistent electrical
and also fails to adequately
........ r.t-t)l'''t- the brushes from
tremendous rates of
wear as they rub against the slip-rings. Consequently, a
specially-formulated, electrically-conductive TVtuner grease must be used to keep that part of the projector
running. Since this special lubricant is no longer being
manufactured, Gibbes' M5-10 may well be running on borrowed time-and all because someone years ago didn't
know how to provide proper lubrication!
_~~"",.. .nrl

................ #"0

Lube Pitfalls

What sorts of mistakes were made with Gibbes'

in a
create l"H",,,hIDnH;:
grease or oil will tend to attract airborne dust
mechanism, which will act as an abrasive .
Failure to Lubricate. This is almost
and can be
omission, rather than
of time,
or ignorance, whereas the other lubrication problems are usually a result of
at
best, misinformation. The MS-I0's diurnal
lem falls into this category. One effective way to combat
this is to set up a maintenance schedule and stick to it.
4) Unnecessary Lubrication. This is not the
'over-lubrication'. 'Over-lubrication' is a matter of
whereas 'unnecessary lubrication'
to mechanisms
that require no lubrication. The inside of a

mechanisms
n.r\D1F'~>TU> at maximum en:lClency
o-p:elrt,PPi-h on the
Sun and Moon aD~~1"i"l':::ln"\o;:
MS-IO fall in to this ,.,,.. ..·nrr'"\ ..... '
which was applied to the
the fluid motion
as it accumulated airborne
of the
and
the
~ ~~_A"" since
turn into a sticky varnish
age. As the eV(~nClS
ular are of
low mass and eX1Del1erlCe
this old varnish
a much o-rC';:aU"T
nrr-.nl.PTn than leaving these
5) Failure to Clean Mechanism. For
the
words "cleaning" and "lubrication" go
like
"Laurel and Hardy", or "Mom and apple
. Because
older lubricants tend to break down with age and also
to
tend to collect
it should be standard
before
adding more
clean
lubricant to a mechanism over and over again without
Cleammg leads to a dirty, gummy mess which
mechanical
in a progressive manner.
.L'L',oLA"~'M

Good Lubricant Choices

engineers use a rather complex formula in
the exact lubricant requirements for mechania close
of needed lubrior 'weight', can be arrived at by ..,. . . ,>""£ ........ ,'1"1
OpenlWJllC:U factors:
or the amount for mechanical
sure, or
vs. resistance in the
o-r':'::Ih"r the level of mechanical stress
two
Inten:lctlmg components, the heavier the lubricant needed .
.......... 4'<.;,.,' the lubricant must be able to
""'''£'''''''',,.• between the C01nr,IOI1.ents
away from the 'contact
the lubricant cannot maintain its nr,n.f-C'l"'tl'tYt:>
film between the
and the parts themselves
from the resulting frictional forces,
to
pn~HldUHt' wear. On the other hand, if the lubricant is too
for the application (the torque in the system is low),
tnICKlleSS, or stickiness of the lubricant itself can serve
rnr\110"n

.........' A ..... VVp

...... h .. "'",.,''' I

"...,.""' .., ..... o,r>t-O,,"t

.0

since an oil or
induce unwanted
was mentioned
thin

the surest
to avoid
to
the Of1l''''M'''YU~nt'
technical literature to insure that the recommended
cants are used and at the
be

,yVII<'<""""""

electrical current-a task which

than done!

possllble lubricant choices.

to

at

Additional Factors to Consider
Sometimes lubricant
isn't the
factor to consider when
an oil or grease. Another
or the
the lubricant to
put
issue is
on a mechanical
without
under
the force of
off by the motion of
the mechanism.
the heavier a lubriits adhesive characteristics-but there are
cant, the
notable
For
some thinner lubricants
are formulated to
stick to small
inT,,,_t-,r;rr.no mechanisms. This allows for the "",0./'-'4,,-'...,A
withou t the substance
lubrication between
the
or other forces
thrown all over creation
which rnay be
In
or when it is
""",.."",1 .. , too
difficult to 'tear down' on a ."£lIrln,o.nf'
earlier that most lubricants
to
out or otherwise
deteriorate with age, but there are some classes of lube formulas that are resistant to this type of
process. Most
of these are classified as 'synthetic' lubricants, since they
are not petroleum-based. Certain lubricants with Teflon
and silicon constituents fall into this category. If they possess the proper weight for a particular application, these
may be perfect for extending maintenance intervals.
From time to time, it is necessary to apply a lubricant to
electrical contacts. Such is the case with the slip-rings and
brushes commonly found in planetarium star projectors.
Since these are subject to friction during projector motions,
the metallic surfaces of
and brushes can deteriorate,
to the sort of
described in the
scenario. The
caveat .. cu.... ~ ..,.rl
lubricants is that
must be able to ..,"!"".... """"
0''''1"1"11"'10-

"-.JlUU'IV .......

experimental
over the long haul. The best
ment is to follow the manufacturer's recommendations
unless you can determine that a variance--in
tenance schedule or lube choice--wiU work
better.

The two most common
and

in the universe are

"'''''flrlul',i'11
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SPITZ, INC.

State-of-the-art systems for education,
entertainment and training. Spitz, Inc., a fullservice company providing hardware, software,
solutions and support to the planetarium and
Space Theatre community since 1945.
SPITZ, INC., P.O. Box 198, Route 1, Chadds Ford, PA 19317 USA

TEL: (215) 459-5200

FAX:

Resources can be hard to locate in our
business. To help solve that problem
here is a list of computerized Bulletin
Board Systems (BBS) which might come
in handy. Many of these BBS's include
information that can be found on commercial information
services such as CompuServe, GEnie, etc. Many of
services are free and include shareware, freeware, or public domain computer programs for a variety of different
computer platforms. Many thanks to the StarBase III BBS
for the compilation of this list.

ASTRONOMY!

B B S DIRECTORY

The following Astronomy/Space Bulletin Boards were online and running as of April 1, 1992. This list is offered as a
service to the BBS community and to Astronomy/Space
enthusiasts. This directory may be copied and distributed
freely so long as it is unaltered in any way. Updates to this
list will be issued every quarter. To find out how you can
submit your favorite Astronomy or Space BBS to this list,
or make changes to an already existing listing, please refer
to the text at the bottom of this directory.
BBS NAME: ABBS/ ASTRO-MAIL
BBSTELEPHONE NUMBER: [49] 5824-3197
CITY, STATE: Dahlenburg, Germany
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 300/1200/2400/9600/19600/38400 V.32bis
MNP5
SYSOP NAME: Peter Bluhm
HOURS OF OPERATION: 14-6 hour (MEZ/MESZ), Friday, Saturday 24
hours.
NET /NODE: unido!abbs.hanse.de!sysop
MEGS ON-LINE: 100 MB on-line
BBS SOFTWARE: Zerberus
FEATURES: This mailbox is a source for the active observers. Circulars,
orbital elements, ephemeris etc. supports the observer to find and trace his
favorite objects. The mailbox is connected to the worldwide UUCP and
maybe addressed by several nets. Programs and pictures are another point
of data, as well minor astronomical catalogs. In the future the mailbox will
be run also in English and a SIMBAD like feature include ephemeris computing should included. Another hot topic are space and satellites. Orbital
elements and hot news from the space front are very interesting for our
user. The mailbox is not open for guests, but you can download an application. Foreign user have minor rates, because their high telephone costs.
Astronomy sections are for all, as sun, comets, asteroids, variables etc.
Information Provided by Jost Jahn, Co-Sysop.
## net_sh vl.5 (sb)
Jost Jahn, Neustaedter Strasse 11, W-3123 Bodenteich, 05824/3197,
abbs.hanse.de!j.jahn
BBS NAME: Arkansas Astronomy BBS
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 501-569-3001
CITY, STATE: Little Rock, AR
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 300/1200/2400
SYSOP NAME: Charles Hemann
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HOURS OF OPERATION: 24
NET /NODE: none
MEGS ON-LINE: 20
BBS SOFTWARE: Wildcat Test Drive
FEATURES: Gus; Astronomy and Science shareware, freeware,
software; Sponsored by the UALR Planetarium
Information provided by Charles Hemann,
BBS NAME: ASTRONOMER'S SUPPORT BBS
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 619 271-6699
CITY, STATE: SAN DIEGO, CA
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 2400
SYSOP NAME: JONATHAN DROST
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24
NET /NODE: FIDONET 1:202/515
MEGS ON-LINE: 60
BBSSOFTWARE: RA 1.11
FEATURES: Astronomy, Space, Science echoes carried. These areas
purpose of this BBS. GIF files
related utilities.
related utilities. Information Text files rli ..,prf,.......,
ing. Log on, complete the questionnaire, and
Information Provided by Jonathan Drost, Sysop
BBS NAME: ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF THE ATLANTIC
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 404 985-0408
CITY, STATE: Atlanta, GA
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 300/1200/2400
SYSOP NAME: Eric Greene
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24
NET /NODE: 8:7301/208 (The
MEGS ON-LINE: 120
BBS SOFTWARE: TBBS V2.1S
FEATURES: The Southeast's Premier ast:ronomlY
astronomy / space software, text files and
SERAL - Southeast
of the Asltr0J10Ilnlc,al
also the electronic message center for
or validation
New users have full access on
ing 60 minutes online time and 1
of downloads.
Information Provided by Eric Greene,
BBS NAME: ASTRONOMY - Snr"n"r'1I"~
Astronomers
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 714-738-4331
CITY, STATE: Fullerton, Ca.
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED:
SYSOP NAME: Walter Clark
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 Hours
NET /NODE: None
MEGS ON-LINE: 80
BBS SOFTWARE: Wildcat
FEATURES: Every file has a one
& why it is better than
other
ing, HAM, AI & lots
line opinion of what you think a file. The """"" ..... "' ...u
what others have said. Most important of all, except
the best shareware programs are stored.
Information Provided by Walter Clark,
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BBS NAME: CANADIAN SPACE SOCIETY BBS
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: (416}-458-5907
CITY, STATE: Toronto, Canada
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 2400 and lower
SYSOP NAME: Kieran Carroll
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 hours per day, 7 days per week
NET INODE: (none)
MEGS ON-LINE: 20
BBS SOFTWARE: Wildcat! (shareware version)
FEATURFS: This BBS is operated by the Canadian Space Society, a
Canadian space enthusiasts' group with chapters in Toronto and Ottawa,
and members across the country. The formal reason for operating the bbs is
to provide space news and information to CSS members. However, access
is free to all who wish to use the board. Much activity on the board has
been generated by amateur satellite-tracking enthusiasts, who use the mail
and file exchange services to exchange satellite tracking software, and upto-date lists of satellite orbital elements; the board has been used as a message center to help coordinate activities such as tracking of classified US
Space Shuttle missions. Another topic of discussion on
Information Provided by Kieran Carroll, Sysop
BBS NAME: CELESTIAL DATA BBS
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 513-427-0674
CITY, STATE: Dayton, OH
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 1200/2400
SYSOP NAME: T.A. Kelso
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 Hours
NEf INODE: None
MEGS ON-LINE: Unknown
BBS SOFTWARE: Unknown
FEATURFS: Astronomy data files as well as programs. Many pix. There is
heavy interest in using NOAA satellite data on PCs. The SysOp is currently
working on DIL data from them. Primarily supports IBM, but data and
text files are easily ported.
Information Provided by Timothy Middendorf, BBS Subscriber
BBS NAME: COMPUTER SYSTEMS BBS
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 704-545-9645
CITY, STATE: Charlotte, NC
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 9600-300
SYSOP NAME: Christopher Graham
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 Hours
NET INODE: 1:379/31
MEGSON-LINE: 130
BBSSOFTWARE: RA 1.10
FEATURES: Space, NASA programs and GIF files. Also have programming
files.
Information Provided by Christopher Graham, Sysop

Information Provided by Lewis

Sysop

BBS NAME: DALLAS REMOfE IMAGING GROUP
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 214 394 7438
CITY,. STATE: Dallas, Texas
BA UD RATES SUPPORTED: 9600 - 300 BPS
SYSOP NAME: Jeff Wallach
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 hours
NET INODE; None
MEGS ON-LINE: 200
BBSSOFTWARE: RBBS 17.3
FEATURFS: Dallas Remote Imaging Group BBS supports these features:
Satellite tracking programs; Real-time weather satellite and other
satellite imagery; Latest Keplerian elements (NORAD) for over 200
lites; How-to Info on satellite tracking and image reception; Satellite
ing software for a variety of personal computers; Latest mtellige11ce
from the Geoff Perry Kettering Group; Military
satellite/SHF IUHF IVHF IHF monitoring frequencies; Database of over
5000+ objects launched into earth orbit; Over 3000+ files in the files
tion; On-line conferencing for satellite intelligence and updates; Official
AMSAT Bulletin Board Service for amateur radio operators; Astronomy
and Space related programs and information; Latest JPL/NASA
on Hubble, Voyager, Magellan, Galilee, Space Probes; Weather
systems and image capture program listings; Multiple telephone line
Courier HST 9600 modem support; Hundreds of satellite images
multiple PC displays; Journal of Environmental Satellite Amateur User
Group online system.
Information Provided by Jeff Wallach, Sysop
BBS NAME: EAGLE'S SPACE ODESSEY
BBSTELEPHONE NUMBER: 618-931-8226
CITY, STATE: Granite City, Illinois
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 300 -14,400 HST. U.S Robotics 9600 Dual
Standard
SYSOP NAME: Rodney Almos
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 Hours A Day
NET INODE: WWIVNet/nooe # 1@6865
MEGS ON-LINE: Over 200 meg
BBS SOFTWARE: WWIV
FEATURES: Eagle's Space Odyssey supplies the users with VIJ....."",.""""
mation NASA and its projects (Magellan, Hubble, Voyager,
launches, and much more). Also supports 25 networked
Astronomy IScience Subs. Tons of files - Science Gus, Astronomy
Programs, Astronomy Text, and also support elements for satellites. Their
is No Ratio or Fee. Validation within 6 hours. Alias's may be used.
Information Provided by Rodney Almos,

BBS NAME: COMPUTER WORKS BBS
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: (902) 897-9813
CITY, STATE: Truro, Nova Scotia, CANADA
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 2400
SYSOP NAME: Dave Miller
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 Hrs
NET INODE: None
MEGSON-LINE: 120+
BBS SOFTWARE: RBBS-PC 17.3
FEATURES: Offer an ASTRONOMY section! + messages also have many
])(x)RS, message bases, and conferences... 120 megs.+ files ....
Information Provided by Dave Miller, Sysop

BBS NAME: ENVIRO BBS
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 703 524 1837
CITY, SfATE: Arlington, VA
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 2400 11200 1300
SYSOP NAME: Kurt Riegel
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 hours
NET INODE: None
MEGS ON-LINE: 90 megs
BBS SOFTWARE: RBBS
FEATURES: Primary topic is ASfRONOMY and SCIENCE, with additional
topics on ENVIRONMENTAL PROfECTION, CHILDCARE, and GEOCLOCK. ASTRO is unrestricted, hee, and all users are granted full access
from their first sign on.
Information Provided by Kurt Riegel. Sysop

BBS NAME: CONSTELLATION ORION BBS
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: (716)-367-3652
CITY, STATE: Springwater, NY
BAUD RATF..5SUPPORTED: 1200/2400
SYSOP NAME: Lewis Duffing
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 hours 7 days
NET INODE: None
MEGS ON-LINE: 65 Megs Online 135 Off-line
BBS SOFTWARE: Wildcat Test Drive
FEATURES: Have a large Astronomy section with many astronomy
databases and programs, many excellent games, utilities for IBM, GIFs
Astronomy too, 375 + files and climbing!

BBS NAME: HOMER
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 714 939-1041
CITY, SfATE: Tustin CA
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 2400 11200 (no downloads at 300)
SYSOP NAME: Rick Ellis
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24
NET INODE: 1:103/208
MEGS ON-LINE: varies.
BBSSOFTWARE: Opus I Binkley I Ufgate
FEATURFS: Space and Science oriented file areas.
Fidonet or uucp gateway for nets 102 &; 103. Users
without
Home of the Home Automation echo.
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Universal Electronics Inc.
Information Provided.
Rick
BBS NAME: KINGMONT ASTRO OBSERVATORY BBS
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 916/ 652-5920
CITY,STA TE: Loomis, Ca. (Near Sacramento).
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 300, 1200, 2400, and 9600
U.s.Robotics HST).
SYSOP NAME: Jim Brennan
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 Hrs, 7 Days.
NET /MODE: Not Applicable
MEGS ON-UNE: 120 (Aprox).
BBS SOFIWARE: Wildcat
PEA TURES: Many Astronomy oriented. files. Also a number of Utilities and
pictures. (A VERY few games),
Information Provided by Jim Brennan, Sysop
BBS NAME: MINNESafA SPACE FRONTIER SOCIETY
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 612-920-5566
CITY STATE:
Minn
BAUD
300/1200/2400
SYSOP NAME: Scott
HOURS OF
NET NODE: None
MEGS ON-UNE: 30mb
BBS SOFIWARE: IBM OOITlpatU>le running RBBS 17.3b
PEATURES: Much NASA
Picture Files, many text files. The
board
Sub boards for eXJ:>eninH~ntal
of all NASA missions
hOUTS,
sched1.J1es of NASA select within 24 hours of updates, 34 bulevents, Star Trek sub board. Picture files of space
text formats and others.
Devel'OplTiellIt on
Astronomical
(,Julestiollil1aJlres available to express your views on
SPACE.
Information Provided.
Scott
MNSFS
BBS NAME: MUFONET-BBS Network 88:/0
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 901-785-4943
CITY, SlATE: Memphis,
BAUD
SYSOP NAME: John
HOURS OF OPERA nON: 24 hours
NET /NODE: 123/26
MEGS ON-UNE: 32
BBS
266
Head(~ua.:rte:rs for
MUFONET-BBS Network, the
er-communications
for the members of The Mutual UFO Npn.v,-,rlc
(MUFON). We maintain a database of UFO files covering
newsletters,
UFO,
Amateur
Science. The
also has a number national echoes, one
spt'rificaljly for MUFON Members.
Int'O:n:JMtlOn Provided.
Administrator, MUFONET-BBS Network
BBS NAME: NAnONAL SPACE SOCIETY BBS, MNML Annex
BSS TELEPHONE NUMBER: (919) 326-6613
CITY, STATE: Hubert, NC (between a tobacco field and a swamp:)
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 300-14,400 (Not V.32)
SYSOP NAME: Rory Starkweather
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 hrs/7 dys (Except ZMH, if I remember it)
NET /NODE: Fidonet 1:3614/103 EggNet: 99:912/10
MEGS ON-UNE: ?
BBS SOFIWARE: OPUS
FEA TURES: Echomail conferences
Echo Moderator
Information Provided. by Bev Freed,
BSS NAME: NOV AC RBBS BBS
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 703-256-4777
CITY, STATE: ::;prmghel,Ci.,
BAUD
300/1200/2400
SYSOP NAME: Blaine Korcel
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24

46

MEGSON-LINE: 640 MB
BBS SOFTWARE: RBBS-PC (Beta Test SHe)
software, FidoNet EchoMail,
FEATURES:
circulars, Solar reports,
access on first call,
fessional astronomers to assist in
quest
to be the foremost source
tion
the
Information i-'rr,vifi",.-l
BBS NAME: NSS AUSTRALIA
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: (011-61) 9-350-5185
CITY, STATE: Beckenham, Western Australia
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: v21, v22, v22bis, v32,
RATES: 300-14,400
SYSOP NAME: Andrew Waite
HOURS OF OPERA nON: 24 rus 7
NET I NODE: FidoNet 3:690/630
MEGS ON-LINE: 120

Information

PTc)v1e:iecl

file requests
crash
serves as the info:n:JMtion distrH)ution
out the world.
Information Provided.
BBS NAME: NSS - WEST
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: (616) ""':ItJ~/·iJ
CITY, STATE:
BAUD RATF.5 C'TTlnrnr'D'T'rn.
SYSOP NAME:
HOURS OF
24 rus/7
NET I NODE: FidoNet[1:228/52] Alt."'1"l\Jptl7·4,1~
MEGS ON-LINE: 200+
BBSSOFTWARE:

BBS NAME: PHaTOSTAR BSS
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: (703) 774-4667
CITY, STATE: Roanoke, VA
BAUD RATF.5SUPPORTED: 300, 1200,2400,9600
SYSOP NAME: Mike Overacker
HOURS OF OPERA nON: 24 HI'S.
NET I NODE: None
MEGS ON-LINE: 230
BBS SOFTWARE: PC Board 14.X
FEATURES: PhotoStaT BBS is a Multi··lnterest
online file
tories. There also an AsttroIJho,tog;raJ:)hy Lont€~re11ce. lJownllo;;lds
available on your first call and we
donations to
costs of running the

ence and Frisbee rela ted conferences. Call and enjoy PhotoStar BBS.
PhotoStar has the Astronomy conference on the national RIME network
Astronomy conference.
Information Provided by Mike Overacker, Sysop
BBS NAME: PRAIRIE BULLETIN BOARD SERVICE
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 309-828-6941
CITY, STATE: Bloomington, n
BA UD RATES SUPPORTED: 300-14.4 (HST Dual Standard)
SYSOP NAME: Garth Bock
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 Hours
NET /NODE: 232/304
MEGS ON-LINE: 245 meg / 650 meg CD-ROM
BBS SOFIWARE: TBBS 2.1s
FEATURES: All major computers supported. PBBS menus are feature
packed so there is something for everyone. The Astronomy Conference file
area has a large range of programs from images to planetarium programs.
For those overcast days and nights, "'Whats Up Today" lets you know what
you might be missing. Also for the historians "Yesterday Today"lets you
know what important event happened in the past on that particular day.
New callers have limited free access but for full access the subscription fee
is $25/year. Prairie BBS has provided uninterrupted service since 1984 to
the downstate Illinois area.
Information Provided by Garth Bock, Sysop
BBS NAME: RANCHO PALOS VERDES ASTRONOMY
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 310-541-7299
CITY, STATE: Rancho Palos Verdes, California
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 1200/2400
SYSOP NAME: David Ransom
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 Hours
NET /NODE: None
MEGS ON-LINE: 90
BBS SOFIWARE: OPUS v1.03b
FEATURES: Extensive collection of Astronomy/Space programs.
Astronomy message section. Home of AstroClock written by D. Ransom
Large collection of Astronomy graphics. IMPORTANT! -> This system has
a power controller - if the system has not answered by the third ring
HANG UP and calI again in two minutes.
Information Provided by Dave Ransom, Sysop
BBS NAME: RIVENDELL
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: (315) 458-8602
CITY, STATE: Syracuse, NY
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 300/1200/2400/9600/HST /V32
SYSOP NAME: Mark Howard
HOURS OF OPERATION: 6AM-1AM EST
NET /NODE: Fidonet: 1:260/1 SigNet: 26:26/0 AlterNet: 7:43/1
Network: 8:72/18
MEGS ON-LINE: ?
BBS SOFIWARE: ?
FEATURES: Echoes Various, any backbone conference available by request
Information Provided by Bev Freed, Space Echo Moderator
BBS NAME: SOl CLEARINGHOUSE
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 408-778-3531
CITY, STATE: Morgan Hill, CA
BA UD RATES SUPPORTED: 300/1200/2400
SYSOP NAME: Chris Winter
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 Hours / 7 Days
NET /NODE: None at present
MEGS ON-LINE: 20 MBytes
BBS SOFIWARE: WinterWare BBS Version 7.31
FEATURES: The SDI Clearinghouse has been in operation at this number
since July of 1985. It is a special-topic BBS, devoted to information and discussion about space. The initials "SDI" stand for "Space Development
Information". I use BBS software I wrote myself. This evolved from the
TPBBS created by James Whorton and Ed Curlin in early 1984. I first ran it
on a floppy-only CP/M machine, but in 1987 moved it over to an XT-compatible with a 20 MB hard disk. This is the machine on which it currently
runs.
Information Provided by Chris Winter, Sysop
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BBS NAME: SPACELINK - Sponsored by NASA
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 205-895-0028
CITY, STATE: Huntsville, Alabama.
BA UD RATES SUPPORTED: 300 /1200 /2400
SYSOP NAME: Bill Anderson
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 Hours
Nfl /NODE: None
MEGS ON-LINE: ?
BBSSOFIWARE: Custom Data General
PEATURES: Spacelink is operated by the Marshall Space
primary purpose for Spacelink is to make space and aeronautic related
information available to teachers. However, the BBS is open to everyone.
Spacelink maintains directories on current Space Shuttle status, 'P!"()lnilneJnt
JPL missions (e.g. Magellan and Galileo) as well as files on classroom
rials and suggested curricula for bringing science and appreciation for
ence into the classroom.
Information Provided by Mark Perew, BBS Subscriber
BBS NAME: SPACEMET CENTRAL/PHYSICS FORUM
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 413-545-1959; 413-545-4453
BOSTON LINE: 617-287-4100 (1200 baud only)
SERVER> CONNECT SPACEMET
PASSWORD> FORUM
CITY, STATE: Amherst, MA
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 3/12/2400
SYSOP NAME: Helen Stemheim
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 hrs
NET /NODE: 321/110. 9600 baud HST (545-4453), file requests
MEGS ON-LINE: 150
BBS SOFTWARE: Binkley /Maximus
PEATURES: This board is primarily for teachers in Massachusetts. Has
many Space, Physics, Astronomy and Educational Text and
files.
As of 1/5/1990 has an online Database available on the
line. Many Message and File areas in education and space topics.
statewide Pen Pals areas for k-6 and
The following two BBS
part of a network with the above
and have the same features.
BBS NAME: SPACEMET NORTH
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 413-m-2030; 413-772-2038
CITY, SfATE: Greenfield, MA
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 3/12/2400/9600 HST
SYSOP NAME: Terry Dun
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 hrs
NET/NODE: 321/152
MEGS ON-LINE: 150
BBS SOFTWARE: Binkley /Maximus
PEATURES: This board is
for teachers in Massachusetts.
many Space, Physics, Astronomy
Educational Text and
Online Database available on both lines. Many Message and
areas
education and space topics. Local statewide Pen Pals areas for k-6 and
High.
BBS NAME: SPACEMET SOUTH
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 413-536-7526, 413-536-9717
CITY, STATE: Holyoke, MA
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 3/12/2400
SYSOP NAME: Helen Sternheim
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 hrs
NET /NODE: 321/302
MEGS ON-LINE: 150
BBS SOFTWARE: Binkley /Maximus
FEATURES: This board is primarily for teachers in Massachusetts. Has
many Space, Physics, Astronomy and Educational Text and
files.
Online Database available on both lines. Many Message and
areas in
education and space topics. Local statewide Pen Pals areas for k-6 and
High.
Information provided by Helen Ste:rnheim, Sysop 321/110
BBS NAME: SPACE TECHNOLOGY And RESEARCH NETWORKSTAR<>NET
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 816-524-7813
CITY, STATE: Lee's Summit, MO
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 1200/2400
SYSOP MANE: Matt Hutchinson
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HOURS OF
NET I NODE: 1:200/33.0
MEGS ON-UNE: 40
BBS SOFlWARE:
FEATIJRES:

V2.7

BBS NAME: STARGATE BBS
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER:
CITY, SfATE: Plano,
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: ,-:>vu,A,,"~J\J,£'"'i:\J\J
SYSOP NAME: John
HOURS OF
NET/NODE:
MEGS

CITY,
BAUD
SYSOP NAME:
HOURS OF OPERAnON:
NET I NODE: None
MEGS ON-LINE:
BBS SOFIWARE:
Information i-'rc.vH1PC1

astlron,OITIV files, and material for moot

Mac. Astro programs,
up to
images and
tre]pt"oduced with pelnUsSl(m),

Please note the second
av.mable to subscribers, and for mail.
Nick Stevens,
BBS NAME: SfARBASE HI - BBS
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 1-209-432-BITS (2487)
CITY, SfA TE: FRESNO, CAUFORNIA
RATES SUPPORTED: 300 /1200 /2400
SYSOP NAME:
PICKENS
HOURS OF OPERATION:
7

EXCEPT ZMH

MEGS ON-UNE:

OPUSvl.03c
FHA TIJRES: Star&se
BBS - Astronlom.y,
Messier Ca!ta.i()gt;les,

"-CWlIi;;U'UlOU

Space

BBSNAME:
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: .")\J.1F::xJ~O"ltO
4311)
CITY, SfATE:
BAUD
SYSOP NAME:
HOURS OF
NET INODE: 1:104/666
MEGS ON-LINE: 2.5+ Ul~"UVLlt;
BBS SOFIWARE: TBBS
(8
PEATURES: The Comm-Poot has

load to first time GUEST users. We ori.I!U\aU.v
the loss of local
BBS in
astronomy we have left access to
colnpllere system access is $35/6

BBS NAME: THE EVENT HORIZON
BBS TELEPHONE #: 813-726-6710/813-797-6029
CITY STATE: Safety Harbor, Florida
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 300/1200/2400/9600/14.4K US Robotics HST
V,42
SYSOP NAME: Douglas Pippel
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 Hours
NET /NODE: 075/001 - International GTNet
MEGS ON-LINE: 340 Megabytes
BBS SOFIWARE: GT Power
FEATURES: Extensive library of Shareware and Public Domain astronomy
programs, information files, International Astronomical Union Circulars,
NOAA Solar Activity Reports. International Netmail and Echomail via the
worldwide GT Power Net. Sponsor of the International GTNet Amateur
Astronomy Echo Conference - chat with amateurs from all over the planet!
Free access on both Nodes.
Information Provided by Douglas Pippel, Sysop
BBS NAME: THE OBSERVATORY
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: (907) 277-3508
CITY, STATE: Anchorage, Alaska
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 3/12/24/9600, HST, MNP 5
SYSOP NAME: Lars Hedbor
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 hours/day
NET /NODE: None
MEGSON-LINE: 21 MB
BBS SOFIWARE: Opus CBCS v.l.14
FEATURES: Good astra software selection (best in Alaska!), including
some software by the SysOp and other local authors. Also carrying astra
.GIFs, NASA text files, etc., foreign language tutorials, and more. Features
at least one on-line astronomy information program; more to follow.
Unique far north perspective on astronomy. "Devoted to the observation of
the skies, and ourselves..."
Information Provided by Lars Hedbor
BBS NAME: THE OBSERVER'S DATABASE
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 203-637-6710
CITY, STATE: Old Greenwich, CT
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 300-38400 (USR DS)
SYSOP NAME: Jim Bolster
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24
NET /NODE: None
MEGS ON-LINE: 640
BBS SOFIWARE: Wildcat
FEATURES: Featuring Astronomy /Space information exchange. Tons of
related files and other miscellaneous IBM files. Many online programs
(doors). Member of RIME (ID: THEODB). Online since 5/22/86.
Information Provided by Jim Bolster, Sysop
BBS NAME: THE OPUS MAGNUM BOO
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: +32-3-4559766
CITY, STATE: Hove (Antwerp), Belgium (Europe)
BA UD RATES SUPPORTED: 300-1200-2400
Sysop NAME: Jan Spooren
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 hrs a day
NET /NODE: 2:295/20.0 (@FidoNet) and 27:1332/820.0 (@SIGnet)
BBS SOFIWARE: Opus c.B.C.S.
FEATURES: The Opus Magnum BBS is the homebase of the Belgian
Astronomical Society, called V.V.S. (Vereniging Voor Sterrenkunde). It is
specialized in Astronomical data, e.g. Solar C:.eophysical Data, lAU Circulars, NASA Prediction Bulletins, Star Catalogues, as well as Astronomical
shareware software. The Opus Magnum BBS is also the originating node of
the astronomical echo's ASTRONOM.B and ASTRONOMY.029. The latter
is an internationally spreaded echo, containing (amongst others) the NASA
Status Reports. Access is free, no membership is needed. Registration and
full privileges at first log-on.
Information Provided by Jan Spooren, Sysop
BBS NAME: THE SPACE ACADEMY BBS
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 407-799-3267
CITY, STATE: Cocoa Beach, Florida
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 300/1200/2400/9600/14400
SYSOP NAME:
Prokic

HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 hours
NET /NODE: Fidonet 1:374/40
MEGS ONLINE: 105 Megabytes
BBS SOFIWARE: Wildcat! v3.02/D'Bridge beta
FEATURES: Online door database on Projects 1\.11""."".0'"
and Space Shuttle. Daily NASA Headline News, KSC
Reports, Magellan, Galileo, and Ulysses status
my programs. Shuttle Status Reports, various
space .gif pictures are also available from the
include Astronomy, Physics, Science and Space.
Information Provided by Roger Prokic, Sysop
BBS NAME: THE SPACE BOARD
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 81-45-832-1177
CITY, STATE: Yokohama, Japan
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 300/1200/2400 after a few months,
present
SYSOP NAME: Yoshiro Yamada
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 hours
NET /NODE: None
MEGS ON-LINE: ?
BBS SOFIWARE: GBBS at present, but replaced by WWIV or other
FEATURES: Astronomy /Space News, Earth satellite orbital elements
tracking program, observation reports from users. Operated at Yokohama
Science Center, a municipal educational institution of Yokohama
Information Provided by Yoshiro Yamada, Sysop
BBS NAME: UNIVERSAL WORLDS
BOO TELEPHONE NUMBER: 1-618-931-8226
CITY /STATE: Granite City, IL
SYSOP NAME: Rodney Almos
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 1200/2400/9600/14.4/38.4
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 Hours A Day
NET /NODE: Fide-Net (1:2250/15) &: SFNet Science Factor Net
MEGS ON-LINE: 220+ Meg
BOO SOFIWARE: PC-BOARDa/D
FEATURES: Universal Worlds supports Science, Astronomy, Weather,
Aviation, Engineering and Education software. Full support for
mers, along with engineers and aviation. To help with those sciences,
support Education files. Along with files, I have echoes (m4e5S,ige
that contain support for all my files, along with international
you the world-wide opinions and interests that
welcome, and all users will be validated within 12
Information Provided
Rodney Almos,
BBS NAME: VENTURA COUNTY NSS CHAPTER
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 805-649-5314
CITY STATE: Oak. View, CA
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 1200 to 9600 CSP, and 14,400 V.32bis
SYSOP NAME: Charles
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24
(except runh and m.ainbenance
NET /NODE: 1:206/2403
MEGS ON-LINE: 50
BBS SOFIWARE: Opus 1.73a
FEATURES: Participant of the NSS Distribution
member of the NSS Ventura
and the
Ventura
Section. Spaceflight oriented
files and messages. Carries the international SCI.SPACE Usenet news group available for public access, as
as
many fidonet echoes including Space, Physics, Science, Others available.
Long log-on questionnaire, so please be patient.
Information Provided by Charles
Sysop
BBS NAME: ZEKE
BBS TELEPHONE NUMBER: 6197555675
CITY, STATE: Del Mar, CA
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 2400/1200/300
SYSOP NAME: James Brown
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 hours
NET /NODE: None
MEGS ON-LINE: 90 megs
BBS SOFTWARE: GT Power
f"EATURES:
is RADIO ASrRONOMY and
tional

IIIIl

~avi

as a slave or if
as a master
based automation. P .5.-This is the
format
can own!
came
in
which to answer the
and

from the dome?

came to me at aDDrloxlmatE~lv
back from IPS '92. The result is
this column titled "Sound Advice."

NAME: ZEPHYR BBS/SASS
BB!5 TELEPHONE NUMBER: (419) 893-0121
CITY, SfATE: Maumee, Ohio
BAUD RATES SUPPORTED: 300/1200/2400
SYSOP NAME: Erik Russell
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 hours 7
NET /NODE: 1:234/4
MEGS ON-LINE: 156 Megs Online
BBSSOFTWARE: QuickBBS
FEATURES: Have a Space related Files Section, All of which is Freq'able.
Also Thef'e is a section in which carries updated material on what's happening, along with some good reading for while on-line. The above two are
called Space/ Aef'ospace Sub System (SASS). Have over 1800 msdos files
with support for Amiga/ Alan/Commodore.
Inform.a tion Provided by Erik Russell, Sysop

are included in this dllrectoI'V
listings.
If you wish to add
to this list or update a
do
via
so by sending the information to
FidoNet address 1:205/33 or
StarBase HI BBS at
1-209-432-2487. Please send
information in the format
can call
III
that you see here in the list. Or ...
and answer the
from the Main Menu
BBS included! Thank
and dear skies to
III BBS 1-209-432-2487

i

I

(304) 243-4034
Fax (304) 243-4110
I would like to thank all of you who sent in articles and
information
It is peolike
that
others informed with news and
area.
news about their
or events
and would like to share it with
of the above
others in
addresses.
The next deadline for
articles for
"' ...... n ......... is
October 14, 1992.
thanks
.U1U."'AAl,F, my duties as JL"II-Jt:;,J.V"";U L''U''~&''"''''''''''' editor much
easier.

Triton . . . .
t'-.....
corned its ........... u'U'.,,"".
milestone
'VJU __

"'l.TC:!t-.oll'n is
size and distance. The staff
Centauri
as soon
it to the moon.
The Indiana State H'Jl'_'- .." ... ,F,

ASSOCIATION OF FRENCH SPEAKING PLANETARIUMS
No
ASSOCIATION OF MEXICAN PLANETARIUMS
No

Castro

BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS
No
EUROPEAN/MEDITERRANEAN PLANETARIUM
ASSOCIATION

GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION

J. .. u.;'"-u ...,F,

~

was held at the Adler PlaneThose in attendance toured
saw its new 3-D
on the

'U'...,.,'-" .... .• 'U ............. JUl ............ " ' ,

sion and visit to
the
The

with old homemade astronomical instruments and
many sundials. Several new
for
construction near the
observatories of
and S. Giovanni in Persiceto.
national
of
for
will be
March
1993. The celebrations next year will involve
three planetariums. It is hoped that the "Day of Planetaria"
will spread to other countries as well.
The next meeting of the Italian Planetaria's Friends
Association is set for October
1992 in the city of
Trieste.

Steven Mitch, Benedum Natural Science
WV 26003.
Resort &
243-4034 or Fax (304) 243-4110.
NORDIC PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION

No report. Lars
54
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PACIFIC PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
Approximately 25 members of PPA met at an infonnal
meeting during the IPS Conference in Salt Lake
The
members selected
Oregon for the site of the Fall
for the site of the
1993 PP A Conference and San
1994 conference. PPA is offering
sites for
joint conferences with surrounding
(RMP A &
SWAP).
The 1992 PPA Conference will be held at the
County Community College Planetarium in North Las
Vegas, October 8-10. The host for the conference will be
Dr. Dale Etheridge
the conference theme is New
Technologies. The deadline for hotel reservations is
September 8th. For additional information, contact: Dr.
Dale Etheridge, The Planetarium-S1A Community . . . . v ........ I'".....
of Southern Nevada, 3200 E Cheyenne Ave., North Las
Vegas, NV 89030-4296; (702) 644-5059.
Two PPA members became IPS Fellows at the recent
IPS Conference. They are Jon Elvert of
and Tony Pabon of San Jose, California.
VV,;'CH'VA\...

PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION OF CANADA
After a long period of inactivity, the association . . . ~
a new council just prior to the IPS conference with the
expectation that a productive business meeting could be
held at the conference. PAC was well represented at the
IPS meeting with delegates from several of the provinces
in attendance. A consensus was reached that some reorganization of the association was necessary if it were to continue to function effectively. A task force was duly
appointed and charged with presenting a report to council
by September 30, 1992. The possible location for the 1993
meeting of PAC is still under consideration.
The newly elected
of the V"f~U.A'J.L.UlU.VJ.'
Cameron (Lockhart
Winnipeg)Susan Cannon (Centennial
Calgary)- VicePresident; Phil Mozel (McLaughlin
Secretary /Treasurer; Pierre Chastenay
MontreaD- Membership Secretary; Paul Deans
MacMillan Planetarium, Vancouver)Ian McGregor (McLaughlin
Northstar Editor.
The exciting news for the association is that ...., .. ~'- .. '-'~,......
come to Canada. The Alberta Science
Centennial Planetarium hopes to have it installed in their
newly renovated theater in 1994. A note of
comes from the McMaster University Planetarium which,
has stared
after a long absence from active
operations once again. A
A3P
from the
Ontario Science Center on permanent loan has
the dismantled A2. The renovated
win be
the W. J. McCallion Planetarium in
Bill
McCallion who was active in the planetarium ....
the 1950' sand 1960' s.
Jl .......

............
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SOUTHEAST PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION (SEP A)
The 1992 SEP A conference was hosted by Rick
Greenawald at the T. C. Hooper Planetarium, Roper
Mountain Science Center, Greenville, SC, June 9-13. New
officers for SEPA beginning January 1st are: President,
Richard McColman, Morehead Planetarium, Chapel Hill,
NC; President-Elect, Kris McCall, Sudekum Planetarium,
Nashville, TN; Past-President, Robert Tate, Harper
Planetarium, Atlanta, GA; Secretary/Treasurer, Linda
Hare, Bradenton, FL; Journal Editor, David Menke,
Buehler Planetarium, Davie, FL.
The 1993 SEPA Conference will be hosted by John Hare
and the Bishop Planetarium, Bradenton, FL from June 1619. The 1994 SEPA Conference will be a joint conference
with MAPS at the Peninsula Planetarium in Newport
News, VA. The host for the joint conference will be Jon
Bell.
The Florida Planetarians (FlorPlan) met at the Florida
State University Planetarium in Tallahassee, in May. There
were representatives attending from: Tallahassee, Ft.
Myers, Pensacola, Orlando, Bradenton, Cocoa, and Lakeland. The new president of FlorPlan is Doug Lozen from
the Nature Center Planetarium in Ft. Myers. The next two
FlorPlan meetings will take place in Ft. Myers and
Orlando.

SOUTHWESTERN ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS(SWAP)
Several SWAP members were in attendance at
recent IPS meeting in Salt Lake City. They were:
President, Linda Irby; Secretary /Treasurer, Donna ...·~':rnn"f'·
IPS Representative, Donna Pierce; Frank Irby,
Greenhouse, Eloise Koonce, Mark Sonntag, Bill
Terry McGhee, York Claman, Jose Olivarez, Barbara
Carolyn Summers, Jean Henry, Keith Johnson,
Moroney and several spouses.
SWAP member met on June 26th in the White Pine
Room at the Cliff Lodge at Snowbird for their re£~lO:nal
affiliate meeting. President Linda Irby asked for a committee to research means of distributing some monies in the
budget. Mark Sonntag was nominated as chairman with
committee members Barbara Baber and Bill Martin.
Greenhouse was nominated to chair the Portable
etarium Committee in conjunction with Sue Reynolds'
(B.O.C.E.S. Planetarium, NY) request for regional affiliate
involvement. Donna Pierce was asked to contact an
engraver for plaques for past recipients of the H. Rich
Calvird Award. These plaques are to be given out at the
SWAP Conference in Alamogordo, NM, November 6-8,
1992. Victoria Wiggins, director of the Clyde Tombaugh
Space Theater, will be the hostess for this annual meeting.

We deliver everything
short of the sun) the moon
and the planets.
At StarTheatre Productions, we blend a thorough
knowledge of technology with a limitless imagination.
This enables us to create planetarium programs that
offer unparalleled quality and performance. For more
information about StarTheatre products and services
call us toll-free at 1.800.676.STAR.

starTheatre Productions .:. Hartford .:. Dallas .:. San Francisco
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Custom Multi-Media

Control Systems
ScreenMaster & ScreenMaster P. C., VC-12 Video Controller,
and SMPTE Stepper, for total control of your media systems.

Effects Projectors
Rotating Planets & Planet Chords, Meteor Showers, Strobes, Laser
Emulators, Scene Machines, All-Sky Sytems and Effects.

Show Kits
((Bear Tales and Other Grizzly Stories): "Daughter of the Stars".
More exciting shows in production now.

Production Facilities
Original artwork by staff artist Joe Tucciarone. Custom productions
.
using our in house recording studio and professional

Audio VisualEquipment
Representing Major AIV Manufacturers: Elmo, Kodak, Chief, Sony,
Wiko Lamps, Panasonic, JVC, Tascam/Teac, Otari, and more.

Sound & Lighting Design
Experienced, professional designers and engineers on staff to ensure
highest quality in your acoustic and luminous environment.

Laser Systems
Multi-color portable laser systems that produce high quality images
graphics animation are available at affordable lease or leasel purchase rates

1-

and unknown substances in class. Her
class
had examined a substance "from another
"What
of
behavior was this-who knows what
organisms and alien bacteria might be
ent wanted to know. The
said that the
a rash from the ~("t'i",i'u
concern, it took a while for the teacher to explain that
"subwater, and food coloring. The "substance
stance" was corn
from another planet" was given to the student investigators to
determine its properties. Once the parent understood, it seemed
dear that the origins of the rash were not extraterrestrial.
Sigh! The school year is just beginning and I'm feeling overwhelmed. Not only kids but parents, teachers and yes, even principals: all have stopped needing us Planetarians. NOT!
Overheard:
-I know that Rita Fairman, Knoxville, Tenn., is a Planetarian
because she carries needle-nosed pliers in her purse!
-Arnold Perlstein of Space Place Planetarium in Miami,
Florida is located in a school. He fears the following cunversation
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and each was
had in their
Guill of Gibbes Planetarium in "'-'-',' ......
South Carolina,
some pn)Qtlctlon
grams; Gary Mierbaum from .., ...... u,I"'"
groups input on inexpensive
shows he
chase. It was John Wells' turn: he had retired from
Planetarium at James Madison
in
Virginia, but a sudden vacancy occurred at the Planetarium
several months ago, and they convinced him to come and fill
John'S need: "find someone who can take over this positj,on
let me get back to my gardening and
0
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e listened to what you had to say ..
You wanted quality, inexpensive programs that were not just multi-media shows, but timely
educational programs that utilized the planetarium. We offer the following:

wanted slides that were opaque and ~ mounted, ready to drop into your projectors. All
that are opaque, pin-registered in Wess Slide Mounts
the shows sold by H.P.S. feature slides
1I"'"" ..
for use. No more grey rectangles,
no more taping, or painting or remounting of slides.

1:41

r .. ,"7

wanted high-quality soundtracks that could be easily edited to fit your particular program
needs. H.P.S. was the first to release a planetarium soundtrack in digital compact disc format.
Most of the programs are designed to be edited by you. They are written in
segments, many of which can stand alone as mini-programs. When you
purchase our shows, we encourage you to modify these programs as
you see fit. .. to make them yours.

Now it's your tum to listen ...
to our compact disc version of the soundtrack to "Where On Earth Is Christopher Columbus?"
Please call or write for your review copy today. After all, we believe "if you listen, you will buy . n

H.P.S.

Helping Planetariums Succeed
3080 Ridge Avenue
Macon, Georgia 31204
(912)·743-5651

The Difference is Astronomical.
Travel through time and space in three
dimensions. See the effects of movement on
star positions. Get a viewpoint from anywhere
within a universe of 400 parsecs.
Presenting DIGISTAR9Y the world's first fully
digital planetarium system.
DIGISTAR uses computer graphics technology
to display in real time any image consisting of
lines, points and alphanumerics - including
complex chemical or molecular models, as
shown above. Unlike mechanical systems,
virtually every astronomical structure, space

object, special effect and graphic art can be
projected.
Since virtually all systems are compatible,
users can share special effects and programs
through the DIGISTAR Users Network.
That means your DIGISTAR library can be
expanded for just tape and postage costs.
For more information on the planetarium
system that makes an astronomical difference,
contact: Evans & Sutherland, Jeri Panek,
DIGISTAR Sales Manager, 600 Komas Dr., Salt
Lake City, Utah 84108, Tel: (801) 582-5847

EVANS & SUTHERLAND
DIGISTAR® is a trademark of Evans & Sutherland Computer Corporation
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